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Measurements made in a laser heated diamond-anvil cell are
reported that extend the melting curve of Xe to 80 GPa and 3350
K. The steep lowering of the melting slope (dT/dP) that occurs
near 17 GPa and 2750 K results from the hybridization of the p-like
valence and d-like conduction states with the formation of clusters
in the liquid having Icosahedral Short-Range Order (ISRO).
The traditional view of the heavier rare gas solids, xenon, krypton and
argon, is they are closed shell insulators with a filled s2p6 valence band separated
by 9-12 eV from an empty d-like conduction band. To a good approximation,
the intermolecular interaction can be treated as pair-wise additive using a
spherically symmetric exponential-six(exp-6) potential parameterized to fit
experimental data[1]. However, recent high pressure studies show that the
crystal structure, and melting curves, of these elements are more complicated
than previously believed. While the structure at ambient conditions is fcc there
is now experimental evidence for a pressure-induced fcc to hcp transition [2-4,].
This transition was first predicted for argon by McMahan using electron band
theory[5]. He reported an upper bound of 230 GPa for the transition. The very
small energy difference between fcc and hcp makes an accurate prediction of
the pressure difficult. McMahan argued that this transition follows from the
effects of hybridization between the l-valence and l+1 conduction band as the
energy gap between the two bands narrow.
High-resolution angle dispersive synchrotron x-ray diffraction
experiments have observed the coexistence of fcc and hcp structures in
temperature quenched samples of Xe from 1.5 GPa up to 41 GPa[3], Kr from 3.2
2to 50 GPa[4a]. Above the upper pressure only the hcp structure is observed. For
Ar, fcc and hcp were observed from 30 to 105 GPa, the highest pressure at
which measurements were made [4b]. With increasing pressure the valence-
conduction band gap decreases, and closes, leading to a metallic-like phase in
the hcp structure. Xe becomes metallic at room temperature near 132-150 GPa
[6-8]. Kr and Ar are predicted to become metallic near 310[9a,b] and 430-514
GPa[5,9a].
The melting curves have been measured in a laser heated diamond-anvil
cell (DAC) to pressures of nearly 40, 60 and 80 GPa for Xe, Kr and Ar
respectively[10]. For these solids, a considerable decrease in the melting slope
(dT/dP) was observed starting near 17, 30 and 40 GPa. The purpose of this
paper is to report new measurements for the xenon melting curve to 80 GPa
(3350 K), which doubles the previous pressure range, and to provide evidence
that the bend in the melting slope follows from the effects of p-d hybridization
due to band gap narrowing. 
The experimental method employed here has been described in detail in
previous publications [10,11]. A schematic of the diamond cell is shown in figure
1. A 25 W Nd: YAG laser (1.06 mm wavelength) is used to heat a W or Re metal
foil. Ideally, the samples should not absorb the laser radiation nor emit
incandescent light in detectable amounts. Only the metal foil absorbs laser
radiation. As soon as the metal surface reaches the melting temperature of the
solid sample, a thin layer in contact with the metal starts to melt. Melting is
readily observed with the laser speckle method by the observation of a
continuous motion in the laser speckle pattern appearing in the liquid phase
upon melting, and disappearing during freezing. Temperatures are measured at
the onset of this motion when the temperature was slowly increased or at the
disappearance of motion at decreasing temperature. The measured melting and
freezing temperatures were within the experimental uncertainty that was
estimated from a minimum of five melting-freezing cycles to be ±100 K. This
method for measuring melting temperatures has been extensively tested for
alkali halides [11] where the results can be directly compared with low pressure
melting data obtained using thermocouples.
3The continuous speckle motion observed in a liquid during melting is
drastically different from the observed lack of motion occuring in a solid. As
such, it clearly distinguishes between a solid-liquid and a solid-solid transition,
or of a glass-solid transition. Consequently, there is no basis for a recent
proposal[12] that the solid-liquid melt curve is an fcc-bcc phase boundary. One
can demonstrate this trivially from theory. It is well known that a bcc phase is
unstable at all temperatures for inverse power potential (~1/rn) for n ~ 6,7[13].
Since the exp-6 potential[12] used for calculating the Xe melting curve can be
approximated by an inverse n~9,10 power potential, then a bcc solid Xe phase
must be unstable. This conclusion has been reinforced by the recent Monte
Carlo simulations of the melting curve by Saija and Prestipino[14], using the
same exp-6 potential as in reference [12].
 Figure 2 shows the results of our present and earlier Xe melting
measurements[10] and those reported by Jephcoat and Besedin [15]. Included
in the figure is the melting curve calculated by the principle of corresponding
states using the depth and location of the exp-6 energy minimum to scale the
melting curves of neon and argon to Xe[16]. The measured melting
temperatures rise from ambient with increasing pressure up to about 17 GPa
and 2750 K, in agreement with the corresponding states and the
measurements of Jephcoat and Besedin. Above this pressure the temperature
rises more slowly. From 40 to 80 GPa (3350 K) it flattens, and exhibits a rise of
only about 200 K, a dT/dP~5K/GPa. In our earlier paper the melting anomaly
was interpreted in terms of a model in which the hcp stacking faults in the fcc
lattice acted as solutes in a binary system which lower the melting
temperature. Since we are now aware that above 41 GPa Xe is fully hcp[3],
then the model must be incorrect because it would predict that the melting
should rise back up to the corresponding states curve at that pressure.
In the earlier paper total energy calculations were reported for several
close-packed structures of xenon: fcc, dhcp, hcp and bcc, using the full-potential
linear muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) method[10]. As a part of these calculations d-
electron populations were also generated, and are plotted in figure 3. The total d-
electron population includes contributions from the filled 4d band (10 electrons)
4and additional contributions from hybridization between the 5p valence and the
5d states conduction band. At equilibrium pressure the 4d  contribution are
essentially all core states, but are included in the calculations to insure for better
numerical treatment at compressed volumes. Some of the d-band contribution
will, for technical reasons, leak out of the muffin-tins spheres and be part of the
charge in the so-called interstitial region together with s and p electrons. In this
region the electrons cannot be distinguished from each other.
The d-electron population contribution to the 5p-like valence band
increases with increasing pressure due to hybridization as the gap narrows and
closes. Near 17 GPa, the pressure at which the melting curve begins to flatten,
the d-population of the valence band has risen to about 0.13 electrons/atom.
The electron configuration of the band is effectively s2p5.87d0.13, and neither the
atom nor the inter-atomic potential can now be treated as spherically
symmetric. Above 17 GPa, the d-population continues to rise and the exp-6
potential is inadequate.
Since we know that the insulator-metal transition is due to the narrowing
and closing of the valence-conduction band gap, we might expect that if the
bending of the melting curves were also a consequence of the increasing d-
character then the pressures at which bending is observed in the heavy gases
should scale with the transition pressures. Figure 4 shows that there is a strong
linear relationship between the observed "bend" pressures and the transition
pressures for observed for Xe, and calculated for Kr and Ar[5,9a,b]. The strong
linear correlation between the bend and metal transition pressures confirms the
likelihood that hybridization plays an important role in shaping the melting
curves. The fcc-hcp transition pressures exhibit the same trend. While this
reinforces our conclusions, the uncertainties in the transition pressure
determination from quenching, stacking faults and thermal barriers make a
quantitative comparison less useful. 
Some understanding of a possible physical basis for the lowering of the
melting curve can be drawn from the fact that p-d hybridization is in effect a
continuous pressure-induced transition from 3-fold to 5-fold symmetry. The
creation of five-fold symmetric d-character to the electron charge density
5energetically favors structures with Icosahedral Short-Range Order (ISRO) [17].
In contrast to the traditional picture of liquid structures based on a dense random
packing of hard spheres or rare gas atoms, Frank[18] was the first to suggest
that structures of liquid melts could be based on packings of icosahedral clusters
consisting of 13 atoms, 12 atoms with 5-fold symmetry surrounding a central
atom[ 17]. Frank pointed out that an icosahedral cluster of 13 Lennard-Jones
atoms has an energy that is 8.4% lower than a close-packed arrangement.
Calculations by Xie et al.[19a], using an Ar potential, found the total binding
energy an icosahedral structure remains lower than hcp or fcc for clusters of less
than 13 shells (8217 atoms). Experimentally, Danylchenko et al., in an electron-
diffraction study found the existence of free Ar clusters with N~600-800
atoms/cluster[19b].
Although it is impossible to create a crystalline structure in which each
atom has 5-fold symmetry, randomly packed ISRO clusters of varying sizes
may evolve continuously and be interconnected throughout the liquid[20]. In
contrast to the solid in which, despite a small degree of d-like character, the
strong repulsive forces stabilize the symmetric close-packed structure, the
absence of long-range order allows the liquid greater flexibility to lower its
energy by forming locally five-fold icosahedral structures.  This is the liquid
state analogue of the Jahn-Teller effect by which a system can be stabilized by a
structural distortion. As a result, a fractional presence of ISRO's will reduce the
average liquid energy and increase the mixing entropy relative to a hard
sphere-like liquid, thereby lowering the melting temperature. Above 17 GPa,
the pressure-induced narrowing of the band gap increases the degree of p to d-
hybridization. The d-population continues to rise, increasing the fraction of
ISRO and size of the clusters, thereby maintaining a low melting slope. In the
case of transition metals, the low melting slopes determined experimentally
have been attributed to the presence of partially filled d-electron valence bands
[21-23].
Evidence for the presence of ISRO clustering in stable and under-cooled
melts of transition metals at ambient conditions have been reported by Schenk
et al.[24] and Lee et al.[25] using neutron scattering and in situ x-ray diffraction
6methods, respectively. Among these metals are Ni, Fe, Zr[24], Fe, Ti [25]. First
principles molecular dynamics simulations made by Jaske et al. [26] found
evidence for the existence of short range order in the stable and under-cooled
melts of Ni, Zr, and Ta. Although ISRO has not been investigated in liquid
metals at elevated pressures it is highly likely that these structures will persist.
The p to d-hybridization in the rare gases and the s-d transition in metals
have the same physical origin. In the case of metals, for example Cs, increasing
pressure broadens the 5s-like valence band relative to the unoccupied 5d-levels
and leads to an overall increase in d-character. At much higher compression,
the narrowing energy gap separating the 5s-d valence band and the inner 4p-
core band drives the stabilization of new more open structures [27,28]. In the
case of Xe, it is the empty 5d-conduction band that hybridizes with the filled 5p-
valence band driving the fcc-hcp transition[5] that destroys the rare gas
sphericity of the interatomic potential by introducing d-like character.
Roughly speaking, the bend in the melting curve near 17 GPa may be
considered a triple point connecting the close-packed solid, the hard-sphere-like
liquid at lower pressure and the liquid ISRO at higher pressure. The smooth
curvature of the melting curve indicates that the hard-sphere-like to SIRO
liquid-liquid transition is continuous. Since the ISRO has a solid-like density,
then dT/dP~0. All of this is due to symmetry breaking of the inter-atomic
potential created by the p-d hybridization. The shift from fcc to hcp has a
minimal effect on the free energy. The role of hybridization and its influence on
the solid-liquid transition has broader implications.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the laser heated diamond-anvil cell (DAC).
Fig. 2 Xe melting curve. Data reported here and in reference [10] (filled circles).
Jephcoat and Besedin[13] (empty circles). Corresponding states (solid curve)
Fig. 3 Calculated d-electron population.
Fig. 4 Melting "bend" pressure versus the insulator-metal transition pressures.
A nominal error of ±10% was chosen for the uncertainty of the data.
References to the plotted data are provided in the text.
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